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Through clear, concise writing and a problem-based pedagogy, this notably student-friendly
"Whaley book" helps students to understand the statutory language of the Uniform Commercial
Code, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and the Expedited Funds Availability Act.Problems and
Materials on Payment Law, now in its Eighth Edition, features:the black-letter law of payment
systems in clear and straightforward writinga logical and adaptable organization that follows the
order of UCC Articles 3, 4, 4A, and 8a problems-based pedagogy--a practical and expedient
way to teach payment lawa manageable length, at 416 pagessignificant Supreme Court
casesNew to the Eighth Edition:recent major cases involving check alterationstatutory revisions
that reflect a new Federal Reserve regulation allowing banks to return telemarketing checks to
the depositary bankA master at helping students to penetrate the sometimes-opaque language
of statutory law, Douglas J. Whaley is the name that you trust to bring you concise, student-
friendly, problem-based casebooks.

"A readable and concise study of the events leading to the military and political disaster in April
1961...This book should be must reading for our two presidential candidates and their staffs."--
St. Petersburg Times"Jones has crafted an exceedingly impressive history of this tragic event
that should stand as the definitive treatment for years to come. Essential for all history
collections."--Library Journal (starred review)"Jones, University Research Professor of History at
UA and the author of Mutiny on the Amistad, tells this story not in a single page but in nearly
hypnotic detail. He has researched the events with great care and thoroughness, using now-
declassified records from the CIA, Senate committee hearings, and a host of other sources."--
Tuscaloosa News"A taut account of a dismal passage of the Cold War....With remarkable
efficiency, Jones... examines all aspects of the debacle....May become the preferred single-
source reference to an episode whose foreign policy and military implications continue to
reverberate."--Kirkus Reviews"Howard Jones's The Bay of Pigs broke new ground both with
documentation and interpretation. In doing so, he also painted a broader Cold War brush in
showed the foreign relations legacy of both the Bay of Pigs and the Cuban Missile Crisis."--Cold
War Times Magazine"A concise and highly informative account of the planning and execution of
this foreign policy debacle....An excellent revisiting of a tragic episode of the cold war."--
Booklist"Extensively researched and cogently reasoned, Jones's update of this Cold War
turning point for the Pivotal Moments in American History series is a cautionary account of a
disastrous foray into regime change."--Publishers Weekly"The Bay of Pigs, based on deep
research, is a hard-hitting history of the Cold War mentality that led American leaders not only to
back a badly flawed invasion but also to plot all manner of attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro
and others in his circle."--James T. Patterson, author of Restless Giant: The United States from



Watergate to Bush v. Gore"An unsparing portrait of an epic disaster, a tale of overreach,
incompetence, hubris and self-delusion, of every level of American government at its worst. The
Bay of Pigs had far-reaching consequences, and from Howard Jones' account it becomes clear
why."--James Galbraith, The University of Texas at Austin"This is the definitive history of John F.
Kennedy's greatest policy calamity. More thoroughly researched than any previous work on the
subject, it is also succinct, nuanced, and exquisitely balanced in its treatment of the president
and the CIA."--Brian Latell, author of After Fidel: Raul Castro and the Future of Cuba's
Revolution, and Senior Research Associate, Cuba Studies, University of Miami"Howard Jones
has written a page-turner, beginning the moment he describes Fidel Castro's planes roaring out
of Havana and heading toward the helpless Cuban exile brigade on Red Beach. He also shows
conclusively how the invasion-poorly planned, driven by self-deception and inertia-solidified
Castro's rule, destroyed U.S.-Cuban relations, and reinforced the American government's
paranoia that any criticism of its foreign policy constituted a threat to nation security."--Stephen
Schwab, retired CIA official currently teaching at the University of AlabamaAbout the
AuthorHoward Jones is the author of Mutiny on the Amistad and Death of a Generation. He is
University Research Professor of History at the University of Alabama.
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SC_15, “poor character development. Couldn't really follow the plot, poor character
development. But when people see it on my shelf they assume I'm smart.”

JANICE L, “Libro tachado. Que tenía oraciones tachadas. No se podían leer bien.”

Yvonne Shears, “Great study tool.. Great book really helps you to understand to core objections
a of the course. I enjoy the cases and the problem break downs in each section whe the reading
fresh on yourMind.”

FreckleFace5, “Great!. It's a great text book with lots of cases and problems to help students
understand the somewhat dense legal concepts.”

Sharmane Anderson, “Four Stars. Great condition and essential to my class!”

Osama, “Four Stars. Awesome”

Victoria Glover, “awesome. This book was great for my class and with amazon prime, it came in
2 days!”

The book by Douglas J. Whaley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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